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NKUST AND CNA
TEAM UP TO START
LESSONS AND
RESEARCHES
TOGETHER

INVEST
IN
YOUR
FUTURE

NKUST and CNA signed an MOU
for joint maritime research to
support the development of a
maritime talent base.

ECO POOL IN DUONA
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TO COMPLETE SOON
BY CORNER TEAM
NKUST Humanitarianism
Architecture, Corner Team, is
about to complete the
ecological pool in Duona
Elementary School in Maolin
District.

COVID-19 SAFE
CAMPUS PRACTICES
In fall semester 2021, NKUST
will start distance education
from 9/13 to 9/26 to protect
our students, faculty members,
and staff.

We’ll begin inperson classroom
from the end of
Sep 2021.
Let’s start to
imagine what you
could do at
NKUST.
We offer various
events for
everyone, so your
social calendar can
be as packed with
activities as you
want it to be.
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NKUST and CNA Team UP to Start
Lessons and Researches Together
On Sep 1, NKUST President Yang, Ching-Yu signed a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Republic of China
Naval Academy (CNA) Superintendent RADM Lin, ChungShing (林中行).
This cooperation provides both schools a chance to share
academic and research resources. What's more, students and
scholars will be able to exchange thoughts.
NKUST has been putting great efforts into the
international maritime conventions research, and it
established a Center for International Maritime Convention
Studies (CIMCS) at the end of 2020.
In the future, NKUST and CNA will conduct joint
researches on the topics of shipping technology, maritime
education, and maritime safety.
Both NKUST and CNA have adjusted their strategies to
keep up with the international trend by moving all procedures
online and making the information more transparent and
accessible.
CNA Superintendent RADM Lin stated that CNA and
NKUST are “complementary.” CNA looked forward to
furthering school-to-school exchanges in military, technology,
knowledge, and professional skills.

Vocabulary
1. keep up with

不落後；跟上 (潮流)

2. transparent
3. accessible

透明的
可得到的

4. Superintendent

院長

5. complementary

相輔相成

6. further

增進

7. International Maritime Convention
國際海洋公約
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